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ABSTRACT
First results are presented for a Hubble Space Telescope (HST ) Advanced Camera for Surveys snapshot study of
white dwarfs with likely red dwarf companions. Of 48 targets observed and analyzed so far, 27 are totally or partially
resolved into two or more components, while an additional 15 systems are almost certainly unresolved binaries.
These results provide the first direct empirical evidence for a bimodal distribution of orbital separations among binary
systems containing at least one white dwarf.
Subject headinggs: binaries: general — stars: evolution — stars: formation — stars: fundamental parameters —
stars: low-mass, brown dwarfs — stars: luminosity function, mass function — white dwarfs
1. INTRODUCTION
The study of low-mass stellar and substellar companions to
white dwarfs yields useful information regarding the initial mass
function near the bottom of the main sequence and below, the
overall binary fraction of intermediate-mass stars, and the long-
term stability and survivability of low-mass objects in orbit about
post–asymptotic giant branch stars (Zuckerman&Becklin 1987a,
1992; Schultz et al. 1996; Green et al. 2000; Wachter et al. 2003;
Farihi 2004; Farihi et al. 2005). Of particular interest is common
envelope evolution and its consequences for any low-mass com-
panion. Understanding how low-mass, unevolved companions
fare inside and outside a common envelope is an easier task than
distentangling binaries that have experienced two envelopes,
such as double degenerates, and should provide insight into more
complex binary evolution.
This paper presents the first results from a HST Advanced
Camera for Surveys (ACS) imaging survey of 90 candidate white
dwarf+red dwarf binaries. The goals of the study are to empiri-
cally test the bimodal distribution of orbital semimajor axes pre-
dicted by post–asymptotic giant branch binary evolution models
and to examine the distribution of companion masses as a func-
tion of current separation (Jeans 1924; Bond 1985; Zuckerman
& Becklin 1987a; Valls-Gabaud 1988; Bond & Livio 1990;
de Kool & Ritter 1993; Yungelson et al. 1993; Schultz et al.
1996; Livio 1996; Maxted et al. 1998; Schreiber & Ga¨nsicke
2003; Farihi 2004).
2. PROGRAM DESCRIPTION
2.1. Primary Motivation
The prime focus of the present study is to image white dwarf+
red dwarf pairs with sufficient spatial resolution to directly probe
the0.1–10 AU range. Specifically, models of orbital expansion
due to adiabatic mass loss, combined with models of frictional
inspiral within a circumbinary envelope, predict a gap between
diminished (aP 0:1 AU, P  102 to 104 yr) and augmented
(ak 5 AU, P  101 to 103 yr) orbits for low-mass, unevolved
companions to white dwarfs. A crude model of the expected
distribution is given in Farihi (2004); basically, companions orig-
inally within r ¼ 2 AU are brought inward of 0.1 AU, while those
formerly outside this radius migrate farther by a factor of 3.
2.2. Sample Stars
The selected program stars, taken from and described inWachter
et al. (2003), are almost exclusively white dwarfs in McCook &
Sion (1999), which were found byWachter et al. (2003) to exhibit
excess near-infrared emission in the 2MASS All Sky Catalog of
Point Sources (Cutri et al. 2003). Several additional targets of a
similar nature were taken from Farihi (2004). White dwarfs with
measured near-infrared flux above the photospheric contribution
are strong candidates for harboring cool, low-mass companions.
With radii of R 1RJ, low-mass stellar and substellar compan-
ions to white dwarfs (R  1 R) can easily dominate the spectral
energy distribution of the binary at red to near-infrared wave-
lengths, despite their low luminosities and low effective temper-
atures (Probst 1983; Zuckerman & Becklin 1987a, 1987b,1992;
Green et al. 2000; Wachter et al. 2003; Farihi 2004; Farihi et al.
2005). The target list for the white dwarfs discussed in this paper
is given in Table 1.
2.3. Observations
The present data were taken with the ACS (Ford et al. 1998)
High Resolution Channel (HRC) aboard HST. The observations
at each target consisted of a small four-point dither pattern with
the F814W (approximately I band) filter to such a depth as to
reach signal-to-noise ratio (S/N)k50 on both thewhite dwarf and
its suspected red dwarf companion. These dithered frames were
processedwithMultiDrizzle5 to create a single combined, cosmic-
ray-free image on which to perform astrometry and photometry.
2.4. Data Analysis
Each reduced image was visually inspected, and if two or more
components were seen separated by k0B5 or if the candidate
binary appeared to be a single unresolved point source, the anal-
ysis was as follows. For these single or well-resolved multiple
point sources, astrometry, and aperture photometrywere performed
with standard IRAF tasks. A few astrometric tasks were carried
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TABLE 1
Target ACS Data
WD No.
(1)
Name
(2)
Resolved?
(3)
FWHM
(arcsec)
(4)
a/b
(5)
asky
(arcsec)
(6)
P.A.
(deg)
(7)
F814W
(mag)a
(8)
Ic
(mag)a
(9)
Notes
(10)
0023+388 .............. G171-B10A No 0.0747 1.030 . . . . . . 15.18  0.02 15.18  0.03 1, 6, 7
0034211.............. LTT 0329 Yes 0.0732 1.034 . . . . . . 15.10  0.04 15.07  0.05 2, 5
0.0757 1.022 0.328  0.002 106.04  0.13 12.83  0.02 12.89  0.03 5
0116231.............. GD 695 Yes 0.0733 1.006 . . . . . . 16.60  0.02 16.57  0.03 2
0.0754 1.019 1.105  0.002 9.90  0.04 16.16  0.02 16.27  0.03
0131163.............. GD 984 Yes 0.0745 1.017 . . . . . . 14.28  0.03 14.23  0.04 2, 5
0.0751 1.017 0.189  0.002 145.26  0.23 14.49  0.03 14.57  0.04 5
0145257 ............. GD 1401 Yes 0.0740 1.017 . . . . . . 14.98  0.02 14.86  0.03 2
0.0761 1.011 2.295  0.002 154.11  0.02 13.83  0.02 13.91  0.03
0205+133 .............. PG Yes 0.0737 1.044 . . . . . . 15.44  0.02 15.27  0.03 2
0.0762 1.040 1.257  0.002 10.68  0.03 13.91  0.02 13.97  0.03
0208153 ............. MCT Yes 0.0753 1.026 . . . . . . 15.93  0.02 15.90  0.03 2
0.0741 1.021 2.647  0.002 217.39  0.02 13.78  0.02 13.83  0.03
0219+282 .............. KUV Yes 0.0750 1.032 . . . . . . 17.33  0.03 17.29  0.04 2, 5, 16
0.0773 1.086 0.117  0.005 195.2  1.2 18.13  0.06 18.29  0.07 5
0237+115 .............. PG Yes 0.0756 1.046 . . . . . . 16.35  0.05 16.31  0.06 2, 5, 14
0.0760 1.020 0.124  0.005 268.2  1.2 15.01  0.03 15.05  0.04 5
0303007 ............. KUV No 0.0758 1.024 . . . . . . 14.54  0.02 14.57  0.03 1
0324+738 .............. G221-10 No 0.0751 1.042 . . . . . . 16.61  0.02 16.60  0.03 3, 6, 7, 10
G221-11 Yes 0.0767 1.028 . . . . . . 13.68  0.02 13.82  0.03 2, 5, 19
0.0760 1.037 0.297  0.003 31.48  0.29 15.11  0.04 15.30  0.05 5
0347137 ............. GD 51 Yes 0.0745 1.017 . . . . . . 15.58  0.02 15.55  0.03 2
0.0767 1.024 1.052  0.002 265.16  0.04 13.64  0.02 13.71  0.03
0354+463 .............. Rubin 80 No 0.0742 1.017 . . . . . . 14.91  0.02 14.90  0.03 1
0357233 ............. Ton S 392 Yes 0.0745 1.017 . . . . . . 16.22  0.02 16.18  0.03 2
0.0755 1.014 1.190  0.002 351.00  0.04 16.46  0.02 16.52  0.03
0458662 ............. WD No 0.0750 1.021 . . . . . . 14.56  0.02 14.58  0.03 1, 9, 11
0949+451 .............. HS Yes 0.0744 1.016 . . . . . . 15.90  0.02 15.89  0.03 2, 6
0.0782 1.125 2.892  0.002 119.66  0.02 13.53  0.04 13.58  0.05 4
14.3  0.2 14.3  0.2 8
0.009  0.005 350  16 14.3  0.2 14.3  0.2 8
1051+516 .............. SBS No 0.0755 1.007 . . . . . . 14.68  0.02 14.70  0.03 1, 9
1133+489 .............. PG Yes 0.0740 1.030 . . . . . . 17.53  0.04 17.49  0.05 2, 5, 14
0.0756 1.076 0.094  0.005 10.0  1.5 18.18  0.06 18.34  0.07 5
1218+497 .............. PG Yes 0.0736 1.029 . . . . . . 16.74  0.02 16.70  0.03 2, 5
0.0739 1.022 0.302  0.002 335.22  0.15 16.14  0.02 16.21  0.03 5
1236004 ............. WD Yes 0.0747 1.031 . . . . . . 17.93  0.03 17.89  0.04 2
0.0756 1.015 0.658  0.004 87.30  0.17 18.05  0.04 18.16  0.05
1247+550 .............. LHS 342 No 0.0756 1.013 . . . . . . 16.41  0.02 16.43  0.03 1, 7, 10, 12
1333+005b ............ LP 618-14 No 0.0762 1.033 . . . . . . 15.64  0.02 15.73  0.03 1, 15
1333+487 .............. GD 325 Yes 0.0747 1.020 . . . . . . 14.24  0.02 14.23  0.03 2, 13
0.0764 1.015 2.947  0.002 71.97  0.02 13.39  0.02 13.50  0.03
1339+606 .............. RE No 0.0738 1.026 . . . . . . 16.48  0.02 16.48  0.03 1
1412049 ............. PG Yes 0.0722 1.040 . . . . . . 17.10  0.03 17.06  0.04 2
0.0747 1.032 3.508  0.002 255.53  0.02 14.76  0.02 14.82  0.03
1419+576 .............. SBS Yes 0.0741 1.019 . . . . . . 17.54  0.03 17.52  0.04 2, 6
0.0778 1.114 0.658  0.002 304.06  0.15 15.05  0.04 15.11  0.05 4
15.8  0.2 15.9  0.2 8
0.008  0.005 205  18 15.8  0.2 15.9  0.2 8
1433+538 .............. GD 337 No 0.0741 1.005 . . . . . . 15.68  0.02 15.69  0.03 1
1435+370 .............. CBS 194 Yes 0.0710 1.074 . . . . . . 16.93  0.02 16.89  0.03 2
0.0754 1.032 1.251  0.002 318.80  0.04 14.80  0.02 14.85  0.03
1443+336 .............. PG Yes 0.0723 1.033 . . . . . . 16.93  0.02 16.89  0.03 2
0.0745 1.021 0.679  0.002 286.17  0.08 15.53  0.02 15.60  0.03
1458+171 .............. PG No 0.0747 1.025 . . . . . . 15.82  0.02 15.81  0.03 1, 12
1502+349 .............. CBS 223 Yes 0.0740 1.026 . . . . . . 16.89  0.02 16.84  0.03 2
0.0758 1.030 1.913  0.002 179.31  0.02 17.07  0.03 17.16  0.04
1504+546 .............. CBS 301 No 0.0741 1.039 . . . . . . 15.02  0.02 15.02  0.03 1, 9
1517+502 .............. CBS 311 No 0.0735 1.040 . . . . . . 16.69  0.02 16.70  0.03 1, 17
1558+616 .............. HS Yes 0.0734 1.023 . . . . . . 17.29  0.03 17.27  0.04 2
0.0768 1.016 0.715  0.002 336.26  0.12 15.73  0.02 15.82  0.03
1603+125 .............. KUV No 0.0726 1.044 . . . . . . 14.15  0.02 14.16  0.03 1, 18
1619+525 .............. PG Yes 0.0731 1.013 . . . . . . 15.81  0.02 15.79  0.03 3, 6
0.0748 1.011 2.596  0.002 282.52  0.02 15.18  0.02 15.28  0.03
0.0756 1.040 0.466  0.003 23.97  0.16 17.85  0.04 18.11  0.05
out with IDP3,6 which has the ability to determine the length and
orientation of the major and minor axes in a Gaussian profile fit.
Both centroid and radial profile fits were executed for each star to
determine its coordinates on the chip and tomeasure the FWHM, as
well as eccentricity. Radial profiles were fit using a 0B075 (3 pixel)
radius, while photometry was carried out with a 0B125 (5 pixel)
aperture radius. Corrections to the standard ACS aperture, as well
as appropriate sky annuli values and color corrections, were taken
from Sirianni et al. (2005). Counts were converted into flux, then
intoVegamagnitudes and finally into Cousins I-bandmagnitudes,
all following themethods and calibrations of Sirianni et al. (2005).
If a binary appeared resolved but with point-spread functions
(PSFs) separated byP0B5, then a different approachwas used. In
order to perform astrometry and photometry on these compo-
nents with overlapping PSFs, it was first necessary to remove the
nearby companion flux individually for each star. For this pur-
pose, TinyTim7 was used to generate ACS PSFs, which were then
processed with MultiDrizzle. These multidrizzled PSFs were
interpolated, scaled, and subtracted in turn from each star of the
binary systems to isolate one star at a time. Each binary compo-
nent was then examined in the same manner as for single sources
and resolved components as described above. However, after
companion removal there were often residuals still contaminat-
ing aperture photometry out to r ¼ 5 pixels. For these close bi-
nary components, an aperture of r ¼ 2–3 pixels was used and
the measured flux was corrected to r ¼ 5 pixels using aperture
corrections derived from all well-separated single point source
science targets in the data set.
2.5. PSF Subtraction
PSF subtraction was performed in the manner described
above for all science target point sources to search for faint, close
companions. In a typical PSF subtracted image, the residuals
contain some small structure, which is likely attributable to im-
perfections in the artificial, multidrizzled PSFs. Although the
residuals were typically<2%–3%of the peak flux, this still might
obscure any close companions at mk 4 mag. There is an on-
going effort to improve the PSF subtractions by (1) performing the
subtractions on the calibrated, flat-fielded images and then multi-
drizzling the resultant images or (2) using real ACS multidrizzled
PSFs rather than artificial ones.
3. FIRST RESULTS
Table 1 lists all astrometry and photometry results for the 48
targets analyzed so far in the program. The table is organized so
that the first line for a given target provides data on the white
dwarf and subsequent lines are the companion data. The first col-
umn lists the white dwarf number from McCook & Sion (1999),
and the second column lists an alternate name for the white
dwarf or the companion name. The third column is noted ‘‘Yes’’
if the components are totally or partially resolved in the ACS
observation, or ‘‘No’’ if unresolved. The fourth column lists the
FWHM in arcseconds for the Airy disk from Gaussian profile
fitting, and the fifth column lists the ratio of the major to minor
axes of the profile fit. The sixth and seventh columns contain the
separation in arcseconds and the position angle in degrees of the
companion, if present. The eighth and ninth columns list the pho-
tometry, in Vega magnitudes, for the F814W filter and Cousins
I band. The last column lists system specific notes.
3.1. Photometric and Astrometric Errors
There are a several sources of photometric and astrometric er-
rors for the data shown in Table 1. First, there is the flux calibra-
tion error of the ACS HRC instrument, which is 0.5% (Sirianni
et al. 2005). Second, there is the uncertainty in performing pho-
tometry on targets within calibrated, multidrizzled images. For
WD No.
(1)
Name
(2)
Resolved?
(3)
FWHM
(arcsec)
(4)
a/b
(5)
asky
(arcsec)
(6)
P.A.
(deg)
(7)
F814W
(mag)a
(8)
Ic
(mag)a
(9)
Notes
(10)
1619+414 .............. KUV Yes 0.0735 1.007 . . . . . . 17.39  0.03 17.36  0.04 2, 5
0.0764 1.008 0.231  0.002 188.79  0.38 15.67  0.02 15.74  0.03 5
1622+323 .............. PG Yes 0.0730 1.079 . . . . . . 16.93  0.08 16.89  0.10 2, 5
0.0747 1.066 0.094  0.005 300.8  1.5 15.78  0.04 15.83  0.05 5
1631+781 .............. RE Yes 0.0742 1.011 . . . . . . 13.62  0.03 13.58  0.04 2, 6, 9
0.0757 1.102 0.302  0.002 355.87  0.14 12.29  0.04 12.36  0.05 4
13.0  0.2 13.1  0.2 8
0.007  0.005 200  20 13.0  0.2 13.1  0.2 8
1646+062 .............. PG Yes 0.0734 1.025 . . . . . . 16.46  0.04 16.42  0.05 2, 5
0.0744 1.036 0.163  0.003 270.98  0.53 15.40  0.03 15.48  0.04 5
1845+683 .............. KUV No 0.0732 1.015 . . . . . . 15.65  0.02 15.61  0.03 1, 7
2009+622 .............. GD 543 No 0.0747 1.030 . . . . . . 15.05  0.02 15.06  0.03 1, 9, 11
2151015 ............. LTT 8747 Yes 0.0733 1.023 . . . . . . 14.30  0.02 14.29  0.03 2
0.0776 1.024 1.082  0.002 193.73  0.04 15.07  0.02 15.34  0.03
2211+372 .............. LHS 3779 No 0.0735 1.010 . . . . . . 16.38  0.02 16.38  0.03 1, 7, 10
2237365 ............. LHS 3841 No 0.0750 1.010 . . . . . . 14.83  0.02 14.93  0.03 1, 15
2317+268 .............. KUV No 0.0749 1.026 . . . . . . 15.64  0.02 15.61  0.03 1
2323+256 .............. G128-62 No 0.0739 1.027 . . . . . . 16.29  0.02 16.29  0.03 1, 7, 10
2349283 ............. GD 1617 No 0.0734 1.010 . . . . . . 15.65  0.02 15.62  0.03 1, 7
Notes.— (1) Single point source; (2) double point source, two Airy disks; (3) triple point source, three Airy disks (4) single elongated Airy disk; (5) measurements
affected by close binarity; (6) triple system; (7) low S/N in 2MASS; (8) equal luminosity assumed; (9) DA+dMe; (10) cool red WD, TeA < 8000 K; (11) radial velocity
variable; (12) lowmass, He coreWD; (13) DB+dM; (14) DO+dM; (15) DC+dM; (16) DBA+dM; (17) DA+dC; (18) sdB+dK; (19) common proper-motion companion.
a All photometry is in Vega magnitudes. Photometric and astrometric errors are discussed in x 3.1.
b Not in McCook & Sion (1999), WD number unofficial.
TABLE 1—Continued
6 At http://nicmos.as.arizona.edu /software.
7 At http://www.stsci.edu /software/tinytim.
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targets with no neighbors within 0B5, the photometric uncertainty
is essentially the inverse of the S/N, which is4% for all 75 pho-
tometric targets (i.e., all white dwarfs and companions) and2%
for all but 9 sources. Third, there is the error introduced by trans-
forming the flux in the F814W bandpass to the Cousins I band,
which, according to Sirianni et al. (2005), is no more than a few
percent. Fourth, there is the error introduced when photometry
was executed on a target with a close (<0B5) companion. After
PSF subtraction, a few companion point sources retained a very
small amount of residual flux, which fell into the r ¼ 2–3 pixel
photometric aperture of the target star. This is smaller than 2%–
3% of the subtracted target’s peak flux (x 2.4). Fifth, there is error
introduced by using photometric apertures of r ¼ 2–3 pixels,
which were then corrected to r ¼ 5 pixels. The standard devia-
tions in these correction factors were 1%–3%, depending on aper-
ture size and spectral type. The end result of adding all of these
photometric errors in quadrature is that typical errors for isolated
point sources are <5%, while those for point sources with close
companions are typically <6%.
Only relative astrometry between multiple system compo-
nents has been performed in the study. The astrometric errors for
point sources without close companions are completely due to
the uncertainty in centroiding, which is strictly a function of S/N.
These are typically 0.04 pixels (0B0015 for S/N  50). For
targets with close companions, the measured centroid can be
biased in the direction of the companion if its flux is not removed
by PSF subtraction. Although the measured centroid uncertainty
for these binary components had essentially the same range of
errors as for single point sources, it is possible that small biases
remained for targets contaminated by any positive or negative
residual flux from its PSF-subtracted close companion. Using
2–3 pixel radii for centroiding and comparing the value obtained
for a target with a close companion before and after PSF sub-
traction of the companion, shifts were measured that were no
larger than 0.2 pixels (0B005). The centroiding errors for com-
ponents of close binaries are no larger than this shift.
3.2. Resolved Systems
As can be seen in Figure 1 and Table 1, there are 28 systems
for which two or more objects were totally or partially resolved
(one of which is a previously known wide red dwarf companion
that fell within the ACS field of view and was itself resolved into
two close components). Generally speaking, the ACS multi-
drizzled PSFs at F814W had FWHMs < 0B077 and were sym-
metric to within 5% of unity in the ratios of their major to minor
axes by Gaussian profile fits. This allowed mostly resolved
binaries with clearly separated Airy disks to be imaged down to
0B09 in separation atm ¼ 1–2 mag between the components.
For those binaries separated by >0B4 (17 in all), there was very
little or no overlap between component PSFs, and both the
white dwarfs and red dwarfs were used to derive aperture cor-
rections to be used for more closely separated pairs.
Fig. 1.—Multidrizzled images of the ACS HRC data taken in the F814W filter of all 28 totally or partially resolved multiple systems, plus an example of a single
unresolved point source (0303007). The images are 400 ; 400 (0B025 pixels) with north up and east left.
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It should be noted that there are a few resolved binaries at
separations >200, which in principle would be resolvable from the
ground with good seeing. The reason for this is that the sample
was selected from unresolved 2MASS point sources, where the
beam size is approximately 200 at J band in the images provided
by the archive server. Typically, equally luminous binaries atmag-
nitudes J  12–15 mag can appear partially resolved in 2MASS
at separations of 200–400 (Wachter et al. 2003). However, the fact
thatmost red dwarfs in this sample are 2–3mag brighter than their
white dwarf primaries at J band makes it difficult or impossible to
identify them as binaries in the 2MASS images.
3.3. Partially Resolved Systems
For imaged binaries separated by<0B4, there are two varieties:
those in which two distinct Airy disks are present and those in
which there is a single, elongated Airy disk. Pairs with two dis-
tinct PSF cores were treated as described above, while those with
elongated cores proved problematic during PSF fitting and sub-
traction aimed at revealing individual point sources. Relative to
the apparently single stars in the ACS image set, these closest bi-
naries all display significantly larger than normal residuals af-
ter single PSF subtractions are performed, corroborating their
binarity.
There are three systems (0949+451, 1419+576, 1631+781)
whose images show the presence of binaries with likely separa-
tions <0B025, corresponding to a single ACS HRC pixel. In all
three cases the elongated Airy disk is associated with the red
dwarf component of a resolved binary; i.e., these systems are all
triples. This is a fortunate situation because in each case the white
dwarf component can be used as a comparison PSF. These sys-
tems are described in x 3.7.
The separations of these very close binary systems were es-
timated in the followingmanner. All themeasured PSFs in Table 1
show some veryminor elongation, typically on the order of 1mas.
Specifically, the difference between the major and minor axes of
the Gaussian profile fits is typically P1–2. For the three close
doubles, these differences, or elongations, lie in the range 79mas.
Equally luminous components were assumed and the separa-
tion of the binary was taken to be its elongation. Of course, if the
pair components are not equally bright, then the separationwill be
slightly larger, but contour plots of all three objects display a high
degree of symmetry along the major axes, consistent with equal
luminosity.
Without spatially resolved spectra of the close binary compo-
nents of these triple systems, it cannot be firmly concluded that
all three are double red dwarfs. It is likely that only one of the
systems will be observable from the ground as a spectroscopic
target that is spatially resolved from its white dwarf primary.
Therefore, it may be difficult (or impossible) to know with cer-
tainty the nature of the two close components in the remaining
two systems. However, depending on the actual orbital period, it
may be possible with radial velocity monitoring to confirm the
Fig. 1.—Continued
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nature of these candidate double red dwarfs from the ground
over a period of one to a few years. None of the other 24 spatially
resolved white dwarf+red dwarf pairs have separations as small
as the three targets with elongated Airy disks, and it is a safe
assumption (for reasons discussed in x 4) that these are double
red dwarfs.
3.4. Unresolved Systems
There are 15 systems in Table 1 for which there is strong pho-
tometric evidence, and often spectroscopic evidence, for the pres-
ence of an unresolved white dwarf+red dwarf pair. In fact, a
thorough literature search beyondMcCook& Sion (1999) reveals
that a few of these systems are recently (since their selection as
targets for this program) discovered DA+dMe systems, radial ve-
locity variables, or low-mass (He core, M < 0:45 M) white
dwarfs—all of which imply binaries with separations P0.1 AU
(Saffer et al. 1993; Marsh et al. 1995; Schmidt et al. 1995; Schultz
et al. 1996), consistent with single point sources in the ACS ob-
servations. In any case, all of these stars have composite optical
and near-infrared colors perfectly consistent with white dwarf and
red dwarf components (Wachter et al. 2003).
For these binaries, it was necessary to calculate the flux con-
tribution of the white dwarf in order to subtract it and obtain the
flux of the red dwarf companion. This was done using techniques
discussed in Farihi (2004) and Farihi et al. (2005) and in x 3.6,
where particular attention was given to avoid biasing the calcu-
lations by excluding white dwarf data that may have been con-
taminated by the cool companion star.
There were six targets (x 3.7) for which the evidence of bi-
narity was based on low S/N (<7 or <5) Ks data in the 2MASS
point-source catalog. These were included in the HSTACS sur-
vey as low-priority targets and do not belong to the sample of
highly probable white dwarf+red dwarf binaries. As yet, none of
these targets have revealed companions in the ACS observations.
3.5. Establishing Physical Multiplicity
Any study of stellar multiplicity must address the likelihood
of physical association between putative companions. There are
several reasons why all the targets designated here as multiples
have a very high probability of being gravitationally bound. The
first and foremost is spatial proximity—the white dwarf targets
are associated with a single point source in 2MASS images.
Second, the combination of optical and near-infrared colors yields
photometric distance ranges for each component that overlapwhen
appropriate, mundane white dwarf and red dwarf stellar parame-
ters are assumed. Third, some of the systems imaged in this study
have published references listed in Tables 1–4 containing spectro-
scopic confirmation of their red dwarf companions in unresolved,
composite observations, and/or previously established common
proper motion. Fourth, common proper motion is almost certain
for all positedmultiples over the timescales since the identification
of the white dwarf component 20–50 yr ago; otherwise any false
Fig. 1.—Continued
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pairs should separate when ‘‘blinking’’ images available through
the Digitized Sky Survey (e.g., in the northern hemisphere, the
first- and second-epoch Palomar Observatory Sky Survey plates).
Fifth, there exist several white dwarf+red dwarf studies that have
established spectroscopic and/or common proper-motion confir-
mation for numerous targets of a nearly identical nature (Schultz
et al. 1996; Raymond et al. 2003; Farihi 2004; Farihi et al. 2005).
Therefore, the multiple stellar systems presented here should be
regarded as physically associated until shown otherwise.
3.6. Spectral Type Constraints and Component Identification
To determine the projected companion separations in astro-
nomical units, distances to each binary had to be assessed. Table 2
lists the stellar parameters from the literature for the white dwarf
primaries in Table 1. The first column contains the white dwarf
number, followed by effective temperature, surface gravity, ap-
parent visual magnitude, photometric distance, and references.
A single digit following the decimal place for log g indicates an
assumption ofM ¼ 0:60M. The Vmagnitude is either a value
uncontaminated by the red dwarf or one derived (based on ef-
fective temperature and models, magnitudes, and colors in other
filters, or photographicmagnitudes and colors [Farihi 2004; Farihi
et al. 2005]) to more correctly reflect the likely uncontaminated
value. Distances were calculated from absolute magnitudes for in-
dividual white dwarfs, using themodels of Bergeron et al. (1995a,
1995b), as well as specified references in Table 2.
Less than half of the white dwarf targets in Table 2 have well-
determined stellar parameters (i.e., TeA, log g) in the literature and
hence fairly reliable distance estimates. For these well-studied
white dwarfs there are published parameters based on data (typ-
ically spectra, but also photometry where available) and anal-
yses that are not contaminated or biased by the light from their
red dwarf companions. Fortunately, most if not all ground-
based white dwarf studies are performed in the 3000–6000 8
range, where most red dwarfs should not contribute significantly.
However, there are plenty of cases in which flux is seen at these
wavelengths, and this has been taken into account in Table 2
and often by authors in the corresponding references.
For the remainder of the targets, published white dwarf param-
eters do not exist at present;McCook&Sion (1999 and references
therein) sometimes contain UBVor other optical photometry, but
frequently there is only a single photographic magnitude and/or a
spectral type with no temperature index. Therefore, at worst, the
values in Table 2 represent conservative best guesses—assuming
parameters that would make the white dwarf and any companion
typical—but more often they are guesses informed by available
data. Some of the ways in which the effective temperatures and
visual magnitudes were estimated for white dwarf targets include
(1) published U  B color, which is unlikely to be contaminated
by a cool companion; (2) the implied color indices (e.g., B I )
for any white dwarf that was resolved from its companion in the
ACS observations; (3) information on the colors and spectral type
of the companion star from 2MASS data, ACS photometry, or
other literature sources; (4) any published optical spectrum reveal-
ing one or both of the binary components (but without parameter
determinations).
Generally, for each target all available information was gleaned
from the USNO-B1.0 (Monet et al. 2003), 2MASS All Sky Cat-
alog of Point Sources (Cutri et al. 2003), and SuperCOSMOSSky
Survey catalog (Hambly et al. 2001) to assist in constraining and
disentangling binary component stellar parameters.Although pho-
tographic photometry can have large absolute calibration errors,
typically 0.3 mag, resultant colors tend to be as accurate as
P0.1 mag for the magnitude range spanned by the white dwarf
TABLE 2
White Dwarf Parameters
WD No.
(1)
Teff
(K )
(2)
log g
(3)
V
(mag)
(4)
dwd
(pc)
(5)
References
(6)
0023+388 ................ 10,400 8.0 15.97 62 1, 2
0034211................ 17,200 8.04 15.03 63 1, 3, 4, 5, 6
0116231................ 25,000 7.9 16.29 164 1, 7, 8
0131163................ 50,000 7.75 13.90 109 1, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13
0145257 ............... 26,200 7.93 14.59 78 1, 10, 11
0205+133 ................ 57,400 7.63 15.04 221 1, 9, 14,
0208153 ............... 25,000 7.9 15.64 122 1, 14
0219+282 ................ 25,000 7.9 17.03 231 1, 15
0237+115 ................ 70,000 8.00 15.96 272 1, 12, 16
0303007 ............... 17,000 8.0 16.48 126 1, 17
0324+738 ................ 7200 8.4 17.05 40 1, 9, 18
0347137 ............... 21,300 8.27 15.32 71 1, 3, 4, 19
0354+463 ................ 8000 8.0 15.58 33 1, 3, 4
0357233 ............... 50,000 7.8 15.93 278 1, 3, 4, 20
0458662 ............... 20,000 7.9 17.72 258 1, 21
0949+451 ................ 14,000 8.0 15.77 77 1, 22
1051+516 ................ 20,000 7.9 17.00 185 1, 23
1133+489 ................ 47,500 7.8 17.08 429 1, 24
1218+497 ................ 35,700 7.87 16.39 254 1, 14
1236004 ............... 34,000 7.9 17.58 437 1, 25
1247+550 ................ 4050 7.57 17.79 25 26
1333+005 ................ 8500 8.0 17.46 87 1, 3, 4
1333+487 ................ 14,000 8.0 14.10 35 1, 27
1339+606 ................ 43,000 7.68 16.94 402 1, 28
1412049 ............... 40,000 7.8 16.74 333 1
1419+576 ................ 35,000 7.9 17.22 373 1, 23
1433+538 ................ 22,400 7.80 16.12 151 1, 3, 4, 9
1435+370 ................ 25,000 7.9 16.63 192 1, 9
1443+336 ................ 29,800 7.83 16.59 278 1, 14
1458+171 ................ 22,000 7.43 16.30 216 1, 14
1502+349 ................ 20,000 7.9 16.62 156 1
1504+546 ................ 25,000 7.9 16.20 158 1
1517+502 ................ 31,100 7.84 17.80 413 1, 23, 29
1558+616 ................ 25,000 7.9 17.01 229 1
1603+125 ................ . . . . . . 15.6 1660 1, 17
1619+525 ................ 18,000 7.90 15.60 93 1, 14
1619+414 ................ 20,000 7.9 17.14 198 1, 17
1622+323 ................ 68,300 7.56 16.55 520 1, 14
1631+781 ................ 39,900 7.88 13.21 57 1, 3, 4, 12
1646+062 ................ 29,900 7.98 16.12 175 1, 14
1845+683 ................ 37,000 8.21 15.30 116 1, 10, 11, 13
2009+622 ................ 25,900 7.70 15.26 134 1, 3, 4, 30
2151015 ............... 8500 8.0 14.41 21 1, 3, 4, 9
2211+372 ................ 6300 8.0 16.70 50 9, 31
2237365 ............... 7200 8.0 17.25 59 1, 32
2317+268 ................ 25,000 7.9 16.54 185 1, 33
2323+256 ................ 6000 8.0 17.06 37 1, 9
2349283 ............... 17,300 7.73 15.44 90 1, 19
Notes.—A single digit following the decimal place for log g indicates an as-
sumption of M ¼ 0:60M. V magnitudes are uncontaminated or rederived values
based on effective temperature and models, magnitudes, and colors in other filters,
or photographicmagnitudes and colors (see x 3.6).Absolutemagnitudes come from
the models of Bergeron et al. (1995a, 1995b) as well as the specified references.
References.— (1) This work; (2) Silvestri et al. 2002; (3) Farihi 2004; (4) Farihi
et al. 2005; (5) Bragaglia et al. 1995; (6) Greenstein 1974; (7) Lamontagne et al.
2000; (8) Eggen&Bessell 1978; (9)McCook&Sion 1999; (10) Finley et al. 1997;
(11) Vennes et al. 1997 ; (12) Green et al. 2000; (13) Napiwotzki et al. 1999;
(14) Liebert et al. 2005; (15) Darling & Wegner 1996; (16) Dreizler & Werner
1996; (17) Wegner et al. 1990; (18) Greenstein 1984; (19) Koester et al. 2001;
(20) Greenstein 1979; (21) Hutchings et al. 1996; (22) Jordan & Heber 1993;
(23) Stepanian et al. 2001; (24) Wesemael et al. 1985; (25) Kleinman et al.
2004; (26) Bergeron et al. 2001; (27) Dahn et al. 1982; (28) Marsh et al. 1997;
(29) Liebert et al. 1994; (30) Bergeron et al. 1992; (31) Oswalt et al. 1984;
(32) Kawka et al. 2004; (33) Friedrich et al. 2000.
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targets here (Hambly et al. 2001) and can be useful in a number
of ways. Any colors assist in the assessment of where the flux
of the red dwarf begins to dominate the spectral energy distribu-
tion of the binary, which is typically shortward of 8000 8. If
publishedoptical photometry or spectrawere suspected of contam-
ination (i.e., effective temperature underestimated in the litera-
ture) then adjustments using model colors based on a more likely
(conservative) temperature weremade. In this way the best avail-
able data and estimates were used for all targets in order to con-
strain white dwarf parameters and subsequently deconvolve any
composite IJHK data to obtain colors and magnitudes for red
dwarf companions, following methods described fully in Farihi
(2004) and Farihi et al. (2005). Where model white dwarf pa-
rameters were needed, they were taken from Bergeron et al.
(1995a, 1995b) and P. Bergeron (2002, private communication).
Where empirical red dwarf parameters were needed, they were
taken from Kirkpatrick & McCarthy (1994) and Dahn et al.
(2002).
A separate but related issue is the identification of the hot and
cool components for the numerous binaries resolved in the ACS
observations. Using techniques discussed above, and because in
almost every case there was a significant brightness difference
(mk 1 mag) between the components, there is high confi-
dence that the white dwarf component was correctly identified in
the ACS images (possible exceptions are discussed in x 3.7).
Specifically, the implied I  K color of the red dwarf and the
V  I color of the white dwarf are consistent only if the com-
ponents were correctly identified; reversing identities leads to
contradictions. In addition, the ACS camera scatters light at red
wavelengths, yielding significant halos for all bright objects (see
Fig. 5 of Sirianni et al. 2005) and broadening the PSF of any red
objects relative to blue objects (Sirianni et al. 2005). The mea-
sured PSF sizes in Table 1 reflect this phenomenon, with a single
possible exception discussed in x 3.7. Despite apparent good agree-
ment and reassurance that the individual components have been
correctly identified, it is by no means absolute. In a few cases, it is
possible that an apparently single, resolved binary component is
itself an unresolved double red dwarf binary or white dwarf+red
dwarf binary.
Tables 3 and 4 list the measured and derived parameters of the
red dwarf companion stars. In the first column is the white dwarf
number, followed by the companion name. The third column
TABLE 3
Parameters of Resolved Secondary and Tertiary Stars
Primary
(1)
Companion
(2)
Spectral Type
(3)
I  K
(4)
drd
( pc)
(5)
References
(6)
0034211............................... LTT 0329B dM3.5 2.24 51 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
0116231............................... GD 695B dM4.5 2.39 171 1, 2, 7, 8
0131163............................... GD 984B dM3.5 2.24 110 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9
0145257 .............................. GD 1401B dM3.5 2.29 79 1, 2, 9, 10
0205+133 ............................... PG 0205+133B dM1 1.98 212 1, 2, 11, 12
0208153 .............................. WD 0208153B dM2 2.05 143 1, 2
0219+282 ............................... KUV 0219+282B dM5.5 2.87 231 1, 2
0237+115 ............................... PG 0237+115B dM3 2.14 211 1, 11, 13, 14
0324+738 ............................... G221-11A dM5 2.65 40 1
G221-11B dM6 3.19 40 1
0347137 .............................. GD 51B dM4.5 2.40 52 1, 3, 4
0357233 .............................. Ton S 392B dM3 2.17 410 1, 3, 4
0949+451 ............................... HS 0949+451B dM4.5 2.53 66 1, 15
HS 0949+451C dM4.5 2.53 66 1, 15
1133+489 ............................... PG 1133+489B dM5 2.83 327 1, 11, 16
1218+497 ............................... PG 1218+497B dM4 2.33 164 1, 2, 11, 13
1236004 .............................. WD 1236004B dM4 2.56 363 1, 2, 17
1333+487 ............................... GD 325B dM5 2.53 35 1, 18
1412049 .............................. PG 1412049B dM0 1.82 378 1, 2
1419+576 ............................... SBS 1419+576B dM2 2.00 374 1, 19
SBS 1419+576C dM2 2.00 374 1, 19
1435+370 ............................... CBS 194B dM2.5 2.09 192 1, 2
1443+336 ............................... PG 1443+336B dM2.5 2.05 277 1, 2
1502+349 ............................... CBS 223B dM5 2.78 194 1, 2
1558+616 ............................... HS 1558+616B dM4.5 2.43 136 1, 2, 20
1619+525 ............................... PG 1619+525B . . . . . . 93 1, 2
PG 1619+525C . . . . . . 93 1, 2
1619+414 ............................... KUV 1619+414B dM5 2.70 105 1, 2, 21
1622+323 ............................... PG 1622+323B dM1 2.03 488 1, 2, 11
1631+781 ............................... RE 1631+781B dM3 2.18 85 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9 , 22
RE 1631+781C dM3 2.18 85 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 9 , 22
1646+062 ............................... PG 1646+062B dM3.5 2.21 170 1, 11
2151015 .............................. LTT 8747B dM8 3.85 20 1, 3, 4
References.— (1) This work; (2) Wachter et al. 2003; (3) Farihi 2004; (4) Farihi et al. 2005; (5) Schultz et al. 1996 ; (6) Probst
1983; (7) Eggen & Bessell 1978; (8) Lamontagne et al. 2000; (9) Green et al. 2000; (10) Mueller & Bues 1987; (11) Greenstein 1986;
(12) Williams et al. 2001; (13) Wesemael et al. 1985; (14) Dreizler &Werner 1996; (15) Jordan & Heber 1993; (16) van den Besselaar
et al. 2005; (17) Kleinman et al. 2004; (18) Greenstein 1975; (19) Stepanian et al. 2001; (20) McCook & Sion 1999; (21)Wegner et al.
1990; (22) Cooke et al. 1992.
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contains the spectral type estimate based on the I  K color
listed in the fourth column. The fifth column lists the photomet-
ric distance to the red dwarf based on empirical M dwarf data
(Kirkpatrick & McCarthy 1994; Dahn et al. 2002). It should be
mentioned that the white dwarf distance estimates listed in Table 2
do not always agree with the implied distance to the red dwarf
from absolute magnitude-spectral type relations (Farihi 2004;
Farihi et al. 2005). There are several reasons why this might hap-
pen: (1) the white dwarf has a mass significantly above or below
the typically assumed 0.60M value for field DA stars; (2) the ef-
fective temperature of the white dwarf has been poorly estimated;
(3) the spectral type of the red dwarf has been poorly estimated;
(4) either the white dwarf or red dwarf is itself an unresolved
binary; (5) the intrinsic width of the lower main sequence in a
Hertzsprung-Russell (or reduced proper motion) diagram is at
least1 mag, the slope is steep, and placement of a component
depends on both metallicity and age. This alone can impose on
the order of 1–2 mag of apparent discrepancy with the white
dwarf estimate when photometric distances are all that is avail-
able. These are some of the reasons why spectral type estima-
tion was based on color, not on any absolute magnitude implied
by the (often nominal) photometric distance to the white dwarf
(Farihi 2004; Farihi et al. 2005).
In principle, obtaining a good photometric distance to nearly
all the white dwarfs in the sample is feasible, since the bulk are
DAwhite dwarfs which can be spectroscopically fit sans contam-
ination (by avoidance if necessary) in the 3000–5000 8 region
for TeA and log g. However, a similar spectroscopic assessment
is not possible for the red dwarf secondaries; spectral types can
be determined to limited accuracy by subtracting the expected
white dwarf contribution over 6000–10000 8, but the equiv-
alent of a stellar radius ( log g) determination does not exist.
Using empirical absolute magnitude-spectral type relations is
likely to prove reliable in most cases (assuming knowledge of
an accurate spectral type); however, there is intrinsic scatter in
absolute magnitudes for a given red dwarf spectral type, po-
tentially compounded up to 1–2 mag by metallicity and/or
multiplicity (Gizis 1997; Reid & Hawley 2000; Farihi 2004;
Farihi et al. 2005). For comparison and completeness, the red
dwarf distance from color-magnitude relations is also listed in
the tables.
3.7. Notes on Individual Objects
0023+388.—More likely closer to d  60 pc than 24 pc, as
suggested by references inMcCook & Sion (1999). The distance
underestimate is likely due to the unresolved red dwarf causing
the white dwarf to appear redder, cooler, and hence nearer (Farihi
2004).
0131163.—Singular case in which it was difficult to distin-
guish which resolved star is the white dwarf or red dwarf. The
parameters in Table 3 present the most consistent scenario, but a
full optical spectrum and multiband photometry should be able
to reveal which star contributes more flux around 8000 8.
0208153.—Only resolved pair in which the PSF widths do
not follow the pattern of rd > wd. The reason for this is unclear,
but given the fact that ACS scatters more light for redder objects,
this white dwarf could conceivably harbor an unresolved red
companion.
0237+115, 0347137, 1218+497, 1333+005, and 1458+171.—
All appear to have discrepancies between the distances implied
by the (sometimes inferred) brightness of the white dwarf and red
dwarf binary components. Many of the white dwarfs have reli-
able log g determinations (Dreizler &Werner 1996; Koester et al.
2001; Liebert et al. 2005) but the cool companion appears too
bright for its color and hence may be a binary. In other cases the
white dwarf may be overluminous (or the red dwarf may be un-
derluminous). These cases are those that stand out at present, but
spectroscopic observations (which are currently being obtained)
may resolve them.
0324+738.—Has many measurements in McCook & Sion
(1999) and the current online version of that catalog that are either
contaminated by nearby background stars or were performed on
the wrong stars. Recently published values of TeA ¼ 4650 K and
an extremely low mass (Bergeron et al. 2001) are also likely due
to the same phenomenon, as the white dwarf is currently moving
between two background stars and has a nearby (a  1300) red
TABLE 4
Unresolved Secondary Parameters
Primary
(1)
Companion
(2)
Spectral Type
(3)
I  K
(4)
d
( pc)
(5)
References
(6)
0023+388 ................................. G171-B10C dM5.5 2.83 76 1, 2, 3
0303007 ................................ KUV 0303007B dM4 2.32 84 1, 2, 4
0354+463 ................................. Rubin 80B dM7 3.47 41 1, 5, 6, 7
0458662 ................................ WD 0458662B dM2.5 2.12 171 1, 8
1051+516 ................................. SBS 1051+516B dM3 2.20 183 1, 2
1333+005 ................................. LP 618-14B dM4.5 2.52 147 1, 5, 6, 7
1339+606 ................................. RE 1339+606B dM4 2.36 259 1, 9
1433+538 ................................. GD 337B dM5 2.54 162 1, 5, 6, 7, 10
1458+171 ................................. PG 1458+171B dM5 2.72 156 1, 2
1504+546 ................................. CBS 301B dM4 2.33 112 1, 2, 11
1517+502 ................................. CBS 311B dC 2.87 413 1, 2, 12
1603+125 ................................. KUV 1603+125B dK3 1.38 1660 1, 2
2009+622 ................................. GD 543B dM4.5 2.51 156 1, 5, 6, 7, 13, 14
2237365 ................................ LHS 3841B dM2 1.89 282 1, 2
2317+268 ................................. KUV 2317+268B dM3.5 2.23 219 1, 2
References.— (1) This work; (2) McCook & Sion 1999; (3) Reid 1996; (4) Wegner et al. 1987; (5) Wachter et al. 2003; (6) Farihi
2004; (7) Farihi et al. 2005; (8) Hutchings et al. 1996; (9) Fleming et al. 1996; (10) Greenstein 1975; (11) Stepanian et al. 2001;
(12) Liebert et al. 1994; (13) Greenstein 1984; (14) Morales-Rueda et al. 2005.
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dwarf common proper-motion companion (which is incorrectly
identified as the white dwarf by coordinates in McCook & Sion
1999 and finder charts provided in the current online version of
that catalog). These four stars are all currently within a 700 radius
of one another. For the present work, the correct stars were iden-
tified by usingDigitized Sky Survey images to confirm the pair by
their common proper motion over 40 years and by their photo-
graphic magnitudes, colors, and positions in the USNO-A2.0,
USNO-B1.0, and 2MASS catalogs (Monet et al. 1998, 2003;
Cutri et al. 2003). From the ACS images, the white dwarf has
coordinates of  ¼ 03h30m13:s89 and  ¼ þ74	01057B1, while
the brighter component of the double red dwarf (resolved in the ob-
servations) is located at ¼ 03h30m14:s37 and  ¼ þ74	02009B7,
both at epoch 2005.09. Using Greenstein (1986) and the ACS
data gives V  I  0:24 for the white dwarf and (if correct)
together with its measured parallax of  ¼ 0B025 would give
TeA  9000 K and log g  8:74 (M  1:05 M). The properly
identified white dwarf does not have any published, accurate,
and uncontaminated near-infrared data, and hence there is cur-
rently no evidence for any close (i.e., unresolved by ACS), cool
companion.
1133+489.—Same object as SDSS J113609.59+484318.9,
for which van den Besselaar et al. (2005) recently determined
that the white dwarf is a DB star with TeA > 38;000 K, despite
the presence of He ii absorption at 4686 8 in their spectrum,
together with an M6 or later companion. The white dwarf was
found to be a composite white dwarf by Greenstein (1986) and
Wesemael et al. (1985), who correctly determined the primary to
be a type DO star with TeA ¼ 47;500 K plus a cool companion.
However, a companion as late asM6would place this system at a
distance of about 166 pc based on JHKs from 2MASS, implying
MV ¼ 11mag for the white dwarf and amass >1.2M. The pres-
ent analysis finds the I  K color of the companion gives a spec-
tral type of M5, consistent if the white dwarf has log g  8:3
(M  0:84 M).
1247+550, 2211+372, 2323+256, and 2349283.—All low-
priority targetswhose 2MASSphotometry in the Second Incremen-
tal Data Release, despite low S/N at Ks, suggested near-infrared
excess (Wachter et al. 2003). Some of these targets have JHKs
data in the All Sky Point Source Catalog that differ significantly
from the preceding catalog values (Cutri et al. 2003). None of
thesewhite dwarfs shows any evidence of companions in theACS
images, and until more accurate near-infrared photometry is avail-
able, binarity should be considered unlikely.
1517+502.—Rare DA+dC (white dwarf+dwarf carbon star)
system (Liebert et al. 1994), which remained unresolved in the
ACS observation. The expected magnitude difference at I band is
1.05 mag; thus, conservatively speaking, a separation of k0B05
(20 AU) can likely be ruled out.
1603+125.—Listed in McCook & Sion (1999) as a possible
magnetic white dwarf, type DAH. Based on the deconvolved,
I  K ¼ 1:38, color for the companion, a spectral type of K3 is
inferred. This places the system at d  1660 pc and implies that
the primary is very likely an sdB star withMV  4:5mag (Maxted
et al. 2000).
1619+525.—Displays three objects within a 300 radius on the
ACS images; their separations andmagnitudes are listed in Table 1.
The photometry was performed with color and aperture correc-
tions appropriate for one white dwarf and two red dwarfs of the
implied intrinsic faintness and color. If this is a physical triple,
then the ratio of the projected separations is 5.6 to 1. The com-
panionship of the two brighter stars is quite firm, as the elongated
pair can be seen on at least two Digitized Sky Survey images,
almost certainly comoving over 43 years. The third candidate
companion lies within 0B5 of the white dwarf, which is located at
jbj ¼ 43N9. Hence, they are quite likely to be physically asso-
ciated. In addition, the candidate third component appears quite
red, as would be expected of a late M dwarf ; the 2MASS im-
ages are elongated at JH , and especially at Ks, along the correct
position angle. This is consistent if the tertiary candidate is a
companion because, although the brightness difference of the
two red dwarfs is 2.8 mag at I band, it should become <2 mag
in the near-infrared if the two contributing components are
around M5 and DA2.8+M7 (Kirkpatrick & McCarthy 1994;
Dahn et al. 2002). Attempts to deconvolve the 2MASS magni-
tudes into two components failed, however, and the 2MASS pho-
tometry may be inaccurate due to the presence of two objects (the
white dwarf should contribute very little in the near-infrared).
Ground-based follow-up should conclusively demonstrate that
this system is a DA2.8+ dM5+dM7 (approximateM types) triple
system.
1631+781.—Triple system with a well-resolved red dwarf
companion, which is itself a barely resolved double. This system
is mentioned in 47 papers in the literature since its discovery by
Cooke et al. (1992), at least 12 of which mention or discuss its
nature as a precatacylsmic variable or post-common-envelope
binary. However, both Sion et al. (1995) and Schultz et al. (1996)
demonstrated the unlikelihood that the main binary lies in a close
orbit by finding an absence of radial velocity variability in the
Balmer emission lines from the companion. Catala´n et al. (1995)
added the possibility that the system is face-on or has low enough
inclination to preclude significant variations in radial velocity as
seen from Earth. Bleach et al. (2002) conclude that the system
is not face-on from a positive detection of rotational broadening
(vrot sin i ¼ 25:2  2:3 km s1) in the red dwarf at several lines in
a high-resolution optical spectrum. Given that all components of
the triple system are seen in the ACS image, it is entirely possible
that this system has a low inclination, and the line broadening
reported byBleach et al. (2002)might be due in part or inwhole to
the binarity of the red dwarf component. Somewhat surprisingly,
Morales-Rueda et al. (2005) list this system among all known
detached, post-common-envelope binaries with known periods,
Fig. 2.—Number of targets from Tables 3 and 4 for which the ACS imaging
data were sensitive to companion detection in the 0.3 AU (the minimum detect-
able projected separation) to 10 AU range. The bin size is 1 AU with integer
bounds. The dashed line assumes a sensitivity of 0B025, while the dotted line
assumes 0B010. All 41 bona fide white dwarf targets with strong evidence for near-
infrared excess were sensitive to companion imaging detection within 5 AU, plus
numerous targets sensitive to detections within 1 AU.
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citing Fuhrmeister & Schmitt (2003), who report X-ray variability
with a period of 69:4  8:3 hr and a false-alarm probability of
4.4%. Since the main binary is quite widely separated, the source
of the X-ray variations is either intrinsic to the hot degenerate star
itself (i.e., perhaps a starspot), as seen in other single white dwarfs
(Fuhrmeister & Schmitt 2003), or flare activity from one or both
components of the red dwarf pair (Reid & Hawley 2000). In any
case, two things are clear from the ACS data. First, this system
never shared a common envelope, as the current projected sepa-
ration of the double red dwarf from the primary is 17 AU (P 
57 yr). Second, all the documented optical emission features
arise from activity within the double red dwarf system, either
intrinsic to one or both of the stars (interactions are unlikely at
ak 0:4 AU, P  100 days).
1845+683.—Hot white dwarf (V  15:5 mag, TeA 
37;000 K; see references in Table 2) reported as a binary in
both Green et al. (2000) and Holberg et al. (2003). It is likely
that the second reference is merely pointing to the work pre-
sented in the first reference, as there exists no other discover-
able discussion of suspected binarity of this white dwarf in the
literature. The 2MASS catalog gives J ¼ 16:07  0:09 mag,
H ¼ 16:28  0:22 mag, and an upper limit of Ks > 15:29 mag
for the white dwarf, values which are consistent with a single
star of the appropriate effective temperature, and also consistent
with the ACS I-band magnitude. Green et al. (2000) have J ¼
14:85  0:10 mag and K¼14:37  0:19 mag, which apparently
corresponds to a field star located 4600 away at P:A:¼ 225	 with
2MASS photometry of J ¼ 14:93  0:04 mag, H ¼ 14:36
0:04 mag, and Ks ¼ 14:30  0:09 mag, all with S/N > 12. All
this suggests that the white dwarf is neither a suspected nor con-
firmed binary.
2151015.—Contains a resolved M8 dwarf, the coolest com-
panion resolved in the survey so far. The identity of the white
dwarf and red dwarf components are firm fromground-basedBVRI
images, where the M star is seen partially resolved only at I
(Farihi 2004; Farihi et al. 2005). However, the white dwarf ex-
hibits a significant halo in theACS image,which is unexpected for
a8500K object and is not seen in other white dwarf primaries—
even those with unresolved, spectroscopically confirmed, late
M dwarf companions, such as 0354+463 (Rubin 80, DA6+
dM7; Farihi 2004; Farihi et al. 2005). While this may simply be
the result of the fact that the primary is relatively bright com-
pared to the other resolved white dwarfs, it might be due to a
third, unresolved, even cooler component.
4. CONCLUSIONS
This HSTACS survey was specifically designed to search for
white dwarf+red dwarf binaries separated by around 1 to a few
AU. Theory predicts, and extant observations support, a bimodal
distribution of orbital separations in which low-mass compan-
ions vacate this region during the post-main-sequence evolution
of thewhite dwarf progenitor (Jeans 1924; Bond1985;Zuckerman
& Becklin 1987a; Valls-Gabaud 1988; Bond & Livio 1990;
Fig. 3.—Distribution of projected separations for targets from Tables 3 and 4.
The bin size is 0.25 in logarithmic AU, with identical bounds. The dashed line
represents directly detected companions, while the dotted line represents upper
limits of 0B010 for those binaries which remained unresolved.
TABLE 5
Projected Separations for All Double Stars
Binary
asky
(arcsec)
aa
(AU) Type
0023+388AC............................... <0.025 <1.6 WD+RD
0034211AB.............................. 0.328 21 WD+RD
0116231AB.............................. 1.105 180 WD+RD
0131163AB.............................. 0.189 21 WD+RD
0145257AB.............................. 2.295 180 WD+RD
0205+133AB............................... 1.257 280 WD+RD
0208153AB.............................. 2.647 320 WD+RD
0219+282AB............................... 0.117 27 WD+RD
0237+115AB............................... 0.124 34 WD+RD
0303007AB.............................. <0.025 <3.2 WD+RD
0324+738BC............................... 0.297 12 RD+RD
0347137AB.............................. 1.052 75 WD+RD
0354+463AB............................... <0.025 <0.8 WD+RD
0357233AB.............................. 1.190 330 WD+RD
0458662AB.............................. <0.025 <8.3 WD+RD
0949+451AB............................... 2.892 220 WD+RD
0949+451BC............................... 0.009 0.7 RD+RD
1051+516AB............................... <0.025 <4.6 WD+RD
1133+489AB............................... 0.094 28 WD+RD
1218+497AB............................... 0.302 77 WD+RD
1236004AB.............................. 0.658 29 WD+RD
1333+005AB............................... <0.025 <2.2 WD+RD
1333+487AB............................... 2.947 100 WD+RD
1339+606AB............................... <0.025 <10 WD+RD
1412049AB.............................. 3.508 1200 WD+RD
1419+576AB............................... 0.658 250 WD+RD
1419+576BC............................... 0.008 3.0 RD+RD
1433+538AB............................... <0.025 <3.8 WD+RD
1435+370AB............................... 1.251 240 WD+RD
1443+336AB............................... 0.679 190 WD+RD
1458+171AB............................... <0.025 <5.4 WD+RD
1502+349AB............................... 1.913 300 WD+RD
1504+546AB............................... <0.025 <4.0 WD+RD
1517+502AB............................... <0.025 <10 WD+RD
1558+616AB............................... 0.715 160 WD+RD
1603+125AB............................... <0.025 <42 SD+RD
1619+525AB............................... 2.596 240 WD+RD
1619+525AC............................... 0.466 43 WD+RD
1619+414AB............................... 0.231 46 WD+RD
1622+323AB............................... 0.094 49 WD+RD
1631+781AB............................... 0.302 17 WD+RD
1631+781BC............................... 0.007 0.4 RD+RD
1646+062AB............................... 0.163 29 WD+RD
2009+622AB............................... <0.025 <3.4 WD+RD
2151015AB.............................. 1.082 23 WD+RD
2237365AB.............................. <0.025 <1.5 WD+RD
2317+268AB............................... <0.025 <4.6 WD+RD
a Values are the current projected separations, not the true length of the semi-
major axes, and are based on the photometric distance to the white dwarf (x 3.6).
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de Kool & Ritter 1993; Yungelson et al. 1993; Schultz et al. 1996;
Livio 1996; Maxted et al. 1998; Schreiber & Ga¨nsicke 2003;
Farihi 2004). Specifically, companions within a few AU should
interact both directly and tidally with the AGB slow wind and ex-
panding photosphere, imparting some of their angular momentum
to the envelope and arriving eventually at closer orbital semimajor
axes. Those companions originally outside of a few astronomical
units should eschew the AGB envelope and experience an expan-
sion of their orbital semimajor axes by a factor proportional to the
total amount ofmass lost. There is no a priori reason to believe that
the phase space around 0.5–5 AU should be utterly devoid of
low-mass main-sequence companions to white dwarfs. In fact,
there should be some real width in both peaks of the actual bi-
modal distribution of separations, each with tails overlapping the
‘‘forbidden’’ range of semimajor axes.
Figure 2 displays the sensitivity of the survey to companions
in the few astronomical unit range. Here, two assumptions are
used: (1) 0B010 sensitivity for companions atmP 0:5 mag; and
(2) 0B025 sensitivity for companions at mP 2 mag. These as-
sumptions are conservative, especially given the performed PSF
subtractions. All targeted binary candidates are expected to have
flux ratios correspondingm < 2:5mag in the F814Wfilter. Fig-
ure 3 shows the distribution of projected separations for detected
companions and upper limits for unresolved binaries.
So far, no white dwarf+red dwarf system has been resolved at
separations around a few astronomical units. The ability of this
survey to detect binaries of comparable luminosity at such sep-
arations is demonstrated by both Figures 2 and 3, plus the three
very close binaries ( likely double red dwarfs) in Table 5, imply-
ing that pairs separated by as little as 1 AU at d ¼ 100 pc were at
least partially resolvable. Although accurate distances are needed
for the sample stars to confirm these preliminary findings, there
are not yet any ambiguous cases in which a reasonable change in
the distance to the binarywould bring the separation into the range
of a few astronomical units.
If these initial conclusions are correct, these data are the first
empirical evidence for the bimodal distribution of low-mass, un-
evolved companions to white dwarfs. This would also imply that
as many as 100% of the 15 unresolved white dwarf+red dwarf
pairs are in close orbits and good candidates for radial velocity
variables. If the first half of this survey is representative of the
whole, it should be expected that this program will eventually
resolve around 55 total wide binaries and identify around 30 total
binaries that are candidate radial velocity variables.
5. FUTURE WORK
Follow-up work is currently being carried out for all program
stars for which a good photometric distance determination (i.e.,
reliable UBV photometry, TeA, and log g) does not exist in the
literature. In order to assess the physical separations of the low-
mass companions in astronomical units, an accurate distance
is required. Combined with the near-infrared data, optical pho-
tometry, and spectroscopy should allow a complete determi-
nation of stellar parameters for these binary and triple systems.
Stellar parameters are not only needed to determine distance
and separation for these binaries but also to study the system
components themselves. Another goal of this survey is to com-
pare the masses (via spectral types) of the red dwarf companions
in wide, resolved systems versus those in unresolved, likely post-
common-envelope systems. Given enough stars in both catego-
ries, a statistical analysis can bemade of the resulting spectral type
(and by proxy mass) distributions to see what effect, if any, com-
mon envelope evolution has had on the secondary masses (Farihi
2004; Farihi et al. 2005).
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